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FOREWORD

T

he 2016–17 edition in the National Bureau of Asian Research’s Strategic Asia series,
Understanding Strategic Cultures in the Asia-Pacific, is the second in a three-volume
project to assess the nature of geopolitical competition in the Asia-Pacific. Last year’s
volume examined the resources available to a range of major powers in the region and the
ability of each country’s political system to convert those resources into military and diplomatic
power. The 2016–17 volume builds on the first, examining the same seven states in order to
better understand how each country’s distinctive strategic culture affects its pursuit of strategic
objectives and national power.
In this NBR Special Report, which supplements this year’s Strategic Asia volume,
Steven M. Goldstein examines the strategic culture of Taiwan and its implications for U.S. policy.
He argues that U.S. recognition of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1979 created a sense of
abandonment that spurred the formation of a new Taiwan-centric identity. Goldstein outlines how
this new identity informs Taiwan’s interests in expanding its international space and ability to act
as a sovereign nation-state, while also analyzing the tension this causes with both the United States
and mainland China.
This Taiwan-centric identity has strengthened over the last three decades. President Tsai
Ing-wen, elected in January 2016, has pledged to maintain the status quo with regard to Taiwan’s
relations with the PRC, but has stated that she will not accept the 1992 Consensus, which had
allowed for cross-strait dialogue under the previous administration. Understanding the cultural
factors and ideational context shaping Taiwan’s policies and politics will be necessary for
U.S. policymakers as Washington recalibrates its relationships with U.S. allies, partners, and
competitors in East Asia.
Alison Szalwinski and Michael Wills
The National Bureau of Asian Research
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report analyzes Taiwan’s strategic culture and argues that the island’s perception of
its own orphan status is central to how Taiwan defines its place in the international system.

MAIN ARGUMENT
Taiwan’s sense of abandonment in the international system is at the center of its
contemporary strategic culture and shapes the strategies intended to secure the island’s
interests. The origins of this orphan status can be traced to the U.S. recognition of the People’s
Republic of China in 1979, which undermined the domestic and international identity that
had prevailed in Taiwan since 1949 and stimulated a democratic movement that contributed
to the emergence of a new Taiwan-centric identity. The conditions for the normalization of
Sino-U.S. relations are also the principal obstacle to international acceptance of Taiwan’s
new identity as the basis for a sovereign nation-state—hence, its orphan status. Paradoxically,
even as the terms of Sino-U.S. normalization fostered Taiwan’s sense of abandonment, they
also partly ameliorated it by providing areas where the island can secure U.S. support in
order to resist Chinese efforts to increase its international isolation (and leave Taiwan no
choice but to unify). Thus, for the near future, Taiwan’s orphan status will likely persist.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
• A fundamental change in the postures of either Taiwan or China on the issue of
sovereignty is unlikely in the near future. Thus, Taiwan will face continuing, and possibly
intensified, efforts by Beijing to isolate it internationally.
• Taiwan’s leaders will continue to pursue a strategy of avoiding provocations of either the
U.S. or China, even as they resist mainland pressures and look to Washington to support
their effort to at least maintain Taiwan’s orphan status.
• For its part, the U.S. will be challenged to respond to these expectations in the
narrow policy space bounded by its normalization commitments to China and its
post-normalization pledges to Taiwan.

T

he Republic of China (ROC), also known as Taiwan, is a major participant in the
international economy and a center of technological innovation. However, only 22 states
and a small number of international governmental organizations recognize it politically.
Despite numerous nonofficial ties with states around the world and membership in many
nongovernmental organizations, the ROC remains an outsider in a world of sovereign nation-states.
Taiwan’s status today evokes Zhouliu Wu’s novel of Taiwan in the 1940s (when it was a Japanese
colony) that describes the inability of its tragic hero, Hu Taiming, to find his own identity. In his
Asian travels, he is an outsider in Taiwan, the Chinese mainland, and Japan. Eventually, he goes
mad. Hu is, in the words of the book’s title, an “orphan of Asia.”1 As one commentator has noted,
“the notion of orphan, of being abandoned, of not belonging has become a powerful metaphor
in thinking about and defining the modern history of Taiwan.”2 In the discussion that follows,
this report argues that the perception of abandonment and orphan status is a central element in
the ideational cluster that lies at the center of the ROC’s contemporary strategic culture. For its
leaders, this self-perception defines Taiwan’s place in the broader international system and shapes
the strategies intended to secure the island’s interests.
This defining element is rooted in the historical experience of Taiwan.3 History is especially
important for understanding the case of Taiwan because there is no religious or strategic tract
that occupies such an important place in its strategic culture. Moreover, a fundamental premise
of the argument that follows is that the most immediate and powerful influence on Taiwan’s
strategic culture has been the historical experience of the years since the defeat of the nationalist
Kuomintang (KMT) in the Chinese civil war and the party’s relocation to Taiwan in 1949. During
these decades, the government experienced two events that together created the perception of
contemporary Taiwan as an abandoned orphan.4 In 1979 the United States recognized the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) as the legitimate government of the mainland and by so doing fatally
undermined the identity that had previously sustained Taiwan’s place in the international system.
In response, the ROC initiated reforms that set in motion a process of democratization resulting
in the emergence of a new, Taiwan-centric identity. Paradoxically, this new identity intensified,
rather than ameliorated, the sense of abandonment that resulted from the shock of U.S. policy,
forcing Taiwan’s leaders to manage policy on the basis of a strategic culture profoundly influenced
by the island’s isolation in the international system.
The discussion that follows begins with an examination of the identity imposed on Taiwan by
the KMT when it established the capital of the ROC on the island in 1949. The next section focuses
on the developments in the international environment that isolated Taiwan and consequently
prompted the domestic reforms that resulted in the redefinition of its national identity. The third
section discusses how the reaction to this redefinition by the two international actors of greatest
importance to Taiwan—the United States and China—resulted in a reshaping of its strategic
culture that was dominated by a sense of being an international orphan. The fourth section
analyzes the strategies that Taiwan developed to cope with the environment created by these
1

Zhuoliu Wu, Orphan of Asia, trans. Ioannis Mentzas (New York: Columbia University Press, 2006).

2

Leo T.S. Ching, Becoming “Japanese”: Colonial Taiwan and the Politics of Identity Formation (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2001),
179. Taiwan has also been called an “outcast.” See Damon Bristow, “Taiwan’s Defense Modernization,” in Defending Taiwan: The Future
Vision of Taiwan’s Defence Policy and Military Strategy, ed. Martin Edwards and Michael M. Tsai (New York: Routledge, 2003), 75.

3

For a vigorous argument for the importance of history in shaping strategic culture, see Colin S. Gray, “Out of the Wilderness: Prime Time
for Strategic Culture,” Comparative Strategy 26, no. 1 (2007): 9.

4

Ching, Becoming “Japanese,” 179–80.
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two powers. The report ends with a conclusion that assesses the impact of these strategies and
speculates on the future.

Taiwan Becomes China
The Strategic Culture of the KMT Government
Taiwan is a recent addition to China. Until the end of the sixteenth century, the island was
considered by Chinese officialdom to be a “wilderness…populated by savages.”5 Its incorporation
into the Chinese administrative structure came in 1603. However, after China’s defeat in
the Sino-Japanese War of 1895, this island, with an ethnic Chinese population representing
approximately 85%–90% of its inhabitants, was ceded to Japan. It would remain a colony until
Tokyo’s surrender after World War II.
In 1945, Taiwan’s Chinese were thrust into a mainland political and cultural environment
from which they had been separated for half a century. In that year, forces of the ROC commanded
by the KMT came to Taiwan to accept the Japanese surrender. The communiqué of the Cairo
Conference in 1943 had called for the return of Taiwan to China, and military occupation was the
first step in its return.
The island was terra incognita to the occupying forces. After eight years of anti-Japanese war
on the mainland, these forces suddenly encountered islanders who appeared more Japanese
than Chinese: they spoke Japanese, dressed like Japanese, and some even had Japanese names.
Few could communicate in the national language of China. The chief of the first ROC military
mission dismissed the island’s inhabitants as a “degraded people.” 6 The islanders’ impression
of the mainlanders was little better; they reciprocated the occupiers’ disdain after encountering
corruption and exploitation. The ROC authorities rejected these complaints and demands for
greater political participation. In 1947, tensions between the two populations erupted into an
island-wide rebellion known as the February 28 Incident, which resulted in the deaths of thousands
of local leaders and a military crackdown that became a full-fledged KMT dictatorship.
The ruling government/military apparatus was dominated by the waisheng ren (Chinese
from outside the province) who had arrived with the KMT after the war and viewed the resident
bensheng ren (Chinese from inside the province) as having a slave mentality and lacking all
knowledge of “the [Chinese] motherland” due to Japanese colonial rule.7 The waisheng ren
brought with them a new identity for the former colony. Taiwan became the home of the national
capital of the legitimate government of China, fighting a civil war as part of a broader international
confrontation (the Cold War).
However, the KMT needed to address two issues when imposing this mainland identity: the
relationship of the government to the island of Taiwan and to the people of Taiwan. In regard
to the former issue, the island was never formally ceded to the ROC from the perspective of the
United States. When the Korean War broke out in June 1950, President Harry Truman declared

4

5

Emma Jinhua Teng, Taiwan’s Imagined Geography: Chinese Colonial Travel Writing and Pictures, 1683–1895 (Cambridge: Harvard University
Asia Center, 2004), chap. 1.

6

George H. Kerr, Formosa Betrayed (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1965), 79.

7

Ibid., 278–90; and X. Wang, Chen Yi yu er er ba shijian [Chen Yi and the 2/28 Incident] (Taipei: Haixiaxueshu, 2004), 6–8.
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that Taiwan’s status would be determined in the future.8 However, despite the island’s unresolved
status (which persists until today, according to U.S. policy), the ROC retained possession.
With respect to the second issue, the identity of the ROC as the embattled central government
of China determined the nature of its governance. In the first place, the exigencies of the civil
war (in which the people of Taiwan had never participated) were used to justify a repressive
authoritarian government. Second, the identity of the government as the central government for
all of China justified limited participation by the bensheng ren. For example, the legislative body
elected on the mainland and representing areas lost to the Communists continued to sit in order
to substantiate the government’s identity as a national government, effectively disenfranchising
the bensheng ren. The official justification was that holding new elections would be undemocratic
until mainland Chinese could vote.
To further transform the identity of the island and its people to be consistent with its new
status as the home of the Chinese central government, the KMT implemented campaigns of
“de-Japanization and Sinification” to redress the assumed loss of Chinese identity. The educational
system was structured to emphasize mainland culture and history.9 School curricula virtually
omitted the study of local history, and the use of the “national language” rather than the local
dialect was required. At the same time, the KMT suppressed expressions of Taiwan identity that
would undermine the party, dealing harshly with political writings hinting at Taiwan nationalism,
advocating independence from China, or questioning the policies of martial law.
These efforts by the KMT to create an identity as the mainland government were complemented
by efforts to create a similar perception in the international system. Indeed, the two identities were
mutually reinforcing, as each legitimized the claim of the other. Taiwan became “free China”
allied with the international anti-Communist front in Asia. Most importantly, the ROC’s assumed
identity was validated by wide global recognition and membership in the United Nations thanks
to the efforts of United States.

Opposition to KMT Rule
This section has argued that after 1949 the strategic culture of Taiwan drew from a constructed
identity brought to the island from the mainland and based on the assumptions of the Chinese
civil war and the international Cold War. However, strategic cultures are neither coherent nor
unchanging, and viewing these years in retrospect, it is clear that there were developments that
would challenge this identity and eventually drive change in the dominant culture.10
The distinctive history of Taiwan outlined earlier in this report contained much raw material
from which to construct an alternative historical narrative sustaining a Taiwan-centric identity
different from that imposed on the island by the KMT. This counterculture emerged after the
party’s suppression of the 1947 uprising and the subsequent dominance of the waisheng ren.
Because of censorship, these writings, which emphasized themes such as the historical oppression
of the Taiwanese and the island’s unique and distinctive development apart from the mainland,

8

Richard R. Wertz, “The First Taiwan Crisis,” Exploring Chinese History, http://www.ibiblio.org/chinesehistory/contents/03pol/c04s06.html.

9

This paragraph draws from A-chin Hsiau, Contemporary Taiwanese Cultural Nationalism (London: Routledge, 2000), chap. 6.

10

On the concept of drivers of change, see Christoph O. Meyer, “The Purpose and Pitfalls of Constructivist Forecasting: Insights from
Strategic Culture Research for the European Union’s Evolution as a Military Power,” International Studies Quarterly 55, no. 3 (2011): 669–90.
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were produced abroad.11 Taiwan nationalists living abroad also became politically active,
predominantly in the United States and Japan. These émigré organizations, however, were divided
and had little influence in Taiwan. Still, their activities and publications provided a training ground
for future activists on the island as well as intellectual fermentation for a future Taiwan-centered
historical narrative that would come to counter the imposed mainland-centered narrative.
At the same time, international support for the mainland identity of Taiwan was eroding. The
effort to admit China into the United Nations was gaining momentum. A more serious issue was
the fact that the United States, the most important validator of Taiwan’s mainland identity, was
seeking ways to improve relations with the PRC. Henry Kissinger’s secret visit to Beijing in July
1971 preceded the visit by President Richard Nixon in February 1972, although formal relations
between the two countries would not be established until 1979.
The direction of U.S. policy weakened the ROC’s claim to be the governing authority on the
mainland, fighting a domestic rebellion and representing free China in the international system.
The PRC’s admission into the United Nations in 1971 was the most immediate sign that the
ROC’s international position was eroding. The trend in bilateral relations told a similar story.
In 1970, 53 nations had recognized the PRC and 68 the ROC. By 1977, the figures were 111 and
23, respectively.12 The final blow came in 1979 when the United States and the PRC established
diplomatic relations. Although Washington did not recognize the mainland’s claim to Taiwan, it
did end diplomatic recognition of the ROC. This loss of U.S. recognition delivered a coup de grâce
to the ROC’s identity as the government of China with standing in the international system of
sovereign states. In other words, by 1979 Taiwan had been orphaned.
The challenge to the international identity of Taiwan affected its domestic identity. This
international humiliation, together with the KMT’s aging leadership and corruption, was
undermining the party’s legitimacy at home. Society was becoming more demanding of change, and
this produced a political opposition known as the Dangwai (Outside the Party) movement, which
brought to Taiwan the oppositional themes developed abroad challenging both the authoritarian
rule of the KMT and the mainland identity that sustained it. The Dangwai “attempted to mobilize
the bensheng ren by remolding their collective memory…[and they] pioneered the advocacy of a
pro-Taiwan view of history” at home that had been developing abroad.13
In response to this growing social unrest, Chiang Ching-kuo, who succeeded his father
Chiang Kai-shek after the latter’s death in 1975, saw the need for liberalization if the KMT was
to maintain power. He promoted the recruitment of bensheng ren into the ruling party and in
1987 lifted the martial law decree that provided for military rule and limited public assembly
and speech. In the fall of that year, elements of the Dangwai founded the opposition Democratic
Progressive Party (DPP).

6

11

The discussion in this paragraph and the next draws from Robert Edmondson, “The February 28 Incident and National Identity,” in
Memories of the Future: National Identity Issues and a Search for a New Taiwan, ed. Stephane Corcuff (Armonk: M.E. Sharpe, 2002), 25–46;
and Stephen Phillips, “Building a Taiwanese Republic: The Independence Movement, 1945–Present,” in Dangerous Strait: The U.S.-TaiwanChina Crisis, ed. Nancy Bernkopf Tucker (New York: Columbia University Press, 2005), 43–69.

12

Steven M. Goldstein, “The United States and the Republic of China, 1949–1978: Suspicious Allies,” Stanford University, Walter H.
Shorenstein Asia-Pacific Research Center, February 2000, 28.

13

Hsiao, Contemporary Taiwanese Cultural Nationalism, 158.
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The Emergence of a Taiwan-Centric Identity
Chiang Ching-kuo died in 1988, having begun the process of democratization that, in turn,
would stimulate the growth of a new Taiwan-centered identity.14 First, democracy required the
termination of the emergency measures that had been put in place during the civil war and were
the rationale for the authoritarian system. This implicitly represented Taiwan’s withdrawal from
the civil war with the mainland that had been the foundation of the island’s identity since 1949.
Second, all major elected offices on the island became subject to election by the people of Taiwan.
This development effectively ended the myth that the ROC governed all of China. After all, how
could a government that lays claim to all of China elect all of its leaders from one province? Finally,
and most importantly, democracy widened the boundaries of political discourse and allowed the
return from abroad of some of the most radical opponents of the authoritarian system. Political
discourse was soon dominated by critical assessments of past rule by the mainlanders and the
promotion of a distinctive Taiwan identity based on the previously suppressed history. Elected
leaders responsive to these political currents would now exercise political power.
The first of these was Lee Teng-hui, who had been Chiang Ching-kuo’s vice president and
successor upon his death. Lee was a member of the KMT and a bensheng ren.15 In the twelve years
of his presidency (1988–2000), he laid the foundation of a new identity with only tenuous, mostly
historical links to mainland China. For example, a 1995 white paper dismissed the significance
of the concept of “one China” as referring “only to China as a historical, geographical, cultural,
and racial entity.” The document identified the ROC as an “independent, sovereign state since
1912” with “jurisdiction” over the island and proposed that Taiwan and the mainland “coexist as
two legal entities in the international era.” By the end of his presidency, Lee described the link to
the mainland as even more tenuous, depicting the KMT as a “foreign power” that had come “to
rule” the Taiwanese, describing the island as a community of new Taiwanese, and characterizing
cross-strait relations as a “special state-to-state relationship.”16
Lee pressed to end the “diplomatic isolation” of Taiwan and bemoaned the fact that despite its
achievement of democracy the island did not “fit into the global order.”17 A trip to the United States
and application to the United Nations were his most dramatic efforts to establish an international
identity for “new” Taiwan. Along with promoting a new Taiwanese identity at home, Lee sought to
legitimize the ROC internationally by traveling abroad and practicing “pragmatic diplomacy” and
“vacation diplomacy.”
The presidency of Chen Shui-bian (2000–2008) extended the logic of Lee’s reformulation of a
Taiwan identity and his administration’s unilateral approach to securing international standing
based on it. Chen tried to end any suggestion of Taiwan’s link with the mainland. His intention
was to establish a national identity distinct from the mainland by changing the educational
curriculum to emphasize Taiwan’s separate history and renaming institutions with the word
“China” in their title. He also suspended the guidelines drafted in the Lee administration that laid
14

For discussions of the relationship between democratization and a Taiwan-centric identity, see Alan M. Wachman, Taiwan: National Identity
and Democratization (Armonk: M.E. Sharpe, 1994); and Christopher Hughes, Taiwan and Chinese Nationalism: National Identity and Status
in International Society (London: Routledge, 2013). The following analysis of the interaction between identity, democracy, and international
standing draws from these works.

15

The following analysis of the Lee Teng-hui, Chen Shui-bian, and Ma Ying-jeou administrations draws from Steven M. Goldstein, China and
Taiwan (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2015), chap. 5–6.

16

Ibid., 82, 95.

17

Lee Teng-hui, “Understanding Taiwan: Bridging the Perception Gap,” Foreign Affairs, November/December 1999.
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out a path to unification, spoke of “one state on either side of the strait,” and threatened to amend
the constitution to remove its connection with the mainland.
Like Lee, Chen spoke of expanding “an independent and autonomous diplomatic space to form
more extensive and more reliable international cooperation.”18 He sought to transform the island’s
international identity by putting Taiwan on the ROC passport and applying to the United Nations
as “Taiwan.” Chen’s efforts yielded little success. The bid to join the United Nations was rebuffed,
and the island’s diplomatic partners further shrank in number.19
Chen’s attempts to create international space for a Taiwan-centric identity alarmed the
mainland and raised concerns in Washington regarding the dangers of cross-strait conflict. The
KMT candidate in 2008, Ma Ying-jeou, sought to ease tensions in the strait with a platform of “no
unification, no independence, and no use of force.” Ma held to the position that the ROC—which
according to its constitution still included both Taiwan and China—was an independent sovereign
state and called for the mainland to adhere to a policy of “mutual nonrecognition of sovereignty
and mutual nondenial of jurisdiction.” Moreover, the KMT’s claim that both sides had agreed to a
formula for talks based on “one China, different interpretations,” in the 1992 Consensus was not
rejected by the mainland and provided the basis for negotiations that resulted in more than twenty
agreements. Ma believed that improved cross-strait relations would encourage Beijing to lessen
Taiwan’s international isolation, and he complemented his mainland policy with one of “flexible
diplomacy” and observation of a “diplomatic truce.” The former term suggested that Ma would
be more realistic than Chen in seeking to increase Taiwan’s international participation, while the
latter term expressed the expectation that the mainland and Taiwan would cease competing to
snatch each other’s diplomatic partners.20
Yet based on the public reaction, Ma’s policies were the exception that proved the rule of growing
Taiwan identity on the island. By his second term, public concern regarding the possible impact
of his mainland policies on the island’s sovereignty and economy was progressively narrowing
the negotiating agenda from the Taiwan side.21 For example, in a poll held a few months before
the January 2016 election, the majority of those surveyed (69.3%) favored the depiction of the
relationship with the mainland as “one state on either side [of the strait].” Only 16.2% supported
the mainland position that “two sides of the strait both belong to one China,” and only 36.2%
supported the policy of “one China, different interpretations,” which was the basis for talks during
the Ma administration.22
Meanwhile, the mainland, becoming impatient with the failure to move on to more substantive
(i.e., political) topics, showed little inclination to allow Taiwan to increase its international profile.
Beijing’s concerns that the Ma administration was stalling or that any concession regarding
international participation might benefit a future DPP administration limited its acceptance of
Taipei’s requests for “meaningful participation” in international organizations. During the eight

8

18

Liu Shih-chung, “Chen Shui-bian Unveils Detailed Foreign Policy Blueprint,” Taipei Times, December 1, 1999, http://www.taipeitimes.com/
News/insight/archives/1999/12/01/0000013179.

19

John F. Copper, “Taiwan’s Failed President,” Asian Affairs 34, no. 4 (2008): 179–92.

20

Adam Tyrsett Kuo, “Only Mutual Non-Denial Advances Cross-Strait Ties: Ma,” China Post, December 16, 2013, http://www.chinapost.
com.tw/taiwan/china-taiwan-relations/2013/12/26/396817/Only-mutual.htm; and Kaocheng Wang, “Taiwan’s Diplomatic Policy under the
Ma Ying-jeou Administration” (presentation at Stanford University, Stanford, March 3, 2010), https://cddrl.fsi.stanford.edu/file/184933/
download?token=26S27TZw.

21

See Goldstein, China and Taiwan.

22

“ ‘Taiwan minxin dongtai diaocha, zongtong daxuan xin bianshu’ mindiao xinwengao” [Taiwan Mood Barometer Survey, Presidential
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years of the Ma administration, China only gave the nod to Taiwan’s attendance as a “guest” at
a meeting of the International Civil Aviation Authority and as an “observer” and at the World
Health Congress.23
In January 2016, Taiwan elected the DPP candidate Tsai Ing-wen as president. During her
campaign, Tsai was critical of Ma’s policies toward the mainland, and at the time of writing she
has refused to accept the content of the 1992 Consensus that had made talks possible during the
Ma administration, instead pledging only to sustain the status quo in the strait. The mainland
has refused to reopen negotiations until she accepts the 1992 Consensus or another version of
one China. Although avoiding the provocative policies of Chen Shui-bian, Tsai has persisted in
supporting the Taiwan-centric identity promoted by the DPP. For example, during a June 2016
visit to the Panama Canal, she signed the guest book as “President of Taiwan (ROC),” reversing
the usual order. In doing so, she reflected the public mood in Taiwan, which embraces a
Taiwan-centric identity. Public opinion polls taken during summer 2016 revealed that since 1992
those surveyed who identified themselves as Taiwanese (Taiwan ren) had increased from 17.6% to
59.3% (if one includes those identifying as both Chinese and Taiwanese, the total is 92.9%), while
those considering themselves to be only Chinese (Zhongguo ren) sunk from 25.5% to 3.0%.24 In
addition, a June 2016 survey on cross-strait relations reveals overwhelming support (86.6%) for
the maintenance of the status quo (either indefinitely, with a decision later, with independence
later, or with unification later) rather than either immediate independence or unification with
the mainland.25 Finally, a September 2016 poll found that more than twice as many respondents
(45.5% vs. 21.6%) favored eventual independence over unification, with almost five times as many
(59.1% vs. 11.9%) of those in the 20–29 age group taking this position.26
The evidence presented above suggests that since the shocks of the 1970s, a domestic consensus
regarding Taiwan’s identity has emerged during the process of democratization.27 The mainland
identity imposed on the island during the Chinese civil war has been replaced by a Taiwan-centric
identity that stresses the island’s sovereignty and separateness from the mainland. However, as
we have seen, the very same shocks that undermined Taiwan’s civil war identity also undermined
the Cold War environment to which the international standing of the island was tied after
1949, thereby casting the ROC into a state of “diplomatic purgatory” in an international system
of sovereign states.28 Because the domestic and international acceptance of Taiwan’s identity
are mutually supportive, the domestic legitimacy of the new identity is weakened by Taiwan’s
diminished status in the world. And so the awareness of the need to redress this orphan status has
been a central theme of all the democratic administrations in Taiwan. What has resulted from this
experience is an awareness that, paradoxically, the primary cause of the island’s orphan status,
23
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as well as factors that can ameliorate it, can be found in the policies of Taiwan’s sole adversary
(China) and its sole international protector (the United States).

The Environment of an International Orphan
The mainland position on Taiwan has changed little in the past seven decades: based on history
and wartime agreements, the island of Taiwan is a part of China. This is encapsulated in Beijing’s
one-China principle, which states that “there is only one China in the world; the mainland and
Taiwan both belong to one China; and China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity are indivisible.”
Indeed, the mainland, concerned that even bilateral contacts might be seen as international in
nature, has only agreed to hold such talks on the condition that an acceptable form of this principle
is acceded to (as was the case with the 1992 Consensus).
For Beijing, the ROC is a remnant of a defeated government occupying an island over which
the PRC is sovereign. It seeks to frustrate any attempts by Taiwan to gain acceptance of its
post-authoritarian identity abroad, isolating the island and leaving no choice but unification.
While Beijing is willing to grant special status for Taiwan’s government within a reunited China
(a policy of “one country, two systems”), it expends considerable diplomatic energy to assure that
no country or organization takes any action that would suggest the ROC’s sovereign status in the
international system. Beijing’s position on this issue is nonnegotiable.
Yet, it is not only the mainland but also the United States that has frustrated Taiwan’s efforts
at winning international acceptance of its post-authoritarian identity. Although it broke relations
with the ROC and recognized the PRC as the government of China in 1979, Washington has
continued to depict the international status of Taiwan as “undetermined.”29 It acknowledged, but
did not accept, the Chinese assertion that Taiwan is a part of China, implying that as far as the
United States is concerned, the ROC is a nonexistent state on an island of undetermined status.
The implications of this for the U.S. position on Taiwan’s status in a world of sovereign states
were made explicit in 1998 when President Bill Clinton articulated the “three no’s” of U.S. policy
toward Taiwan: no support for Taiwan independence, no support for a policy of “two Chinas”
or “one China and one Taiwan,” and no support for Taiwan’s membership in any international
organization requiring statehood. Later, during the George W. Bush administration, when Chen
Shui-bian edged toward establishing his government as a sovereign, independent entity known as
Taiwan, there was a more explicit U.S. statement that “Taiwan, or the Republic of China, is not at
this point a state in the international community…[It] is an issue undecided.”30 U.S. policy seemed
to affirm the continuance of Taiwan’s anomalous international position when President Bush
declared in 2003 that the United States would “oppose any unilateral decision by either China or
Taiwan to change the status quo” until such a time as both sides peacefully settle their differences.31
The effect of this policy was to make any change in the international status of Taiwan dependent
on the mainland’s agreement, thereby serving Beijing’s interest in blocking such a change.32
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Thus, there appears to be a Sino-U.S. consensus on Taiwan’s lack of standing as a sovereign state
in the international system. However, the position of the United States does have greater flexibility,
and this is due to the conditions that accompanied the very same act that created Taiwan’s
anomalous position—the normalization of relations between the United States and China in 1979.
The United States accepted the PRC’s demand that the two indicators of an official relationship
with the ROC—diplomatic relations and a mutual defense treaty—be terminated. However, the
Carter administration insisted that arms sales to Taiwan continue and that Washington maintain
unofficial relations with Taiwan. These stipulations were legislated in the Taiwan Relations Act
passed by Congress in 1979.
The Taiwan Relations Act begins by asserting that “peace and stability in the [Western Pacific]
area are in the political, security and economic interests of the United States and are matters of
international concern” and that normalization with China was based on the “expectation” of
peaceful resolution of cross-strait differences.33 Any attempts to “determine the future [of Taiwan]
by other than peaceful means” would be considered “a threat to the peace and security of the
Western Pacific area and of grave concern to the United States.” Further, the act mandated that
the United States maintain the “capacity to resist any resort to force or other forms of coercion
that would jeopardize the security, or the social or economic system, of the people on Taiwan”
and “to provide Taiwan with arms of a defensive character.” It also mandated the president to
inform Congress of the existence of “any threat to the security or the social or economic system
of the people on Taiwan and any danger to the interests of the United States arising therefrom”
and stipulated that both branches jointly “determine, in accordance with constitutional processes,
appropriate action by the United States in response to any such danger.”
In short, the positions of the United States and China regarding Taiwan’s orphan status have
different objectives and thus have important policy consequences. For Chinese leaders, the
maintenance and intensification of the ROC’s international isolation are means toward the end
of leaving Taipei no option but unification if it wishes to end abandonment. This commitment to
Taiwan’s isolation is uncompromising and a matter of principle. However, for the United States,
leaving the island’s status undetermined was a solution to the most difficult problem preventing
Sino-U.S. normalization and was intended to satisfy the PRC while minimizing the domestic and
international impact of the desertion of a long-time ally. Because of this context, the United States’
Taiwan policy can be more flexible even as Washington carefully navigates a course between
the Scylla of damaging relations, or even becoming entrapped in a conflict with China, and the
Charybdis of the domestic and international political damage that might result from the apparent
abandonment of an Asian democracy.
The U.S. and Chinese policies are clearly seen in Taipei as the principal cause of the island’s
orphan status. However, the behavior of Taiwan’s post-authoritarian leaders suggests that they
see the different motivations behind those policies as affording Taiwan the space for a policy that
could meet the popular demand for greater international recognition of the island’s new identity or
at least maintain the status quo. For the past three decades, the essence of that policy has been, on
the one hand, to resist China’s efforts to achieve Taiwan’s isolation and incorporation and, on the
other hand, to secure support from the United States that does not endanger Sino-U.S. relations.
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Seeking Greater International Space
Resisting China
As we have seen, China’s ultimate and uncompromising objective is Taiwan’s incorporation
into the PRC. Beijing views any change in the ROC’s international identity as unacceptable and
seeks to frustrate any progress in that respect. It will not tolerate countries with which it has
relations dealing officially with Taiwan, the admission of the ROC into international organizations
requiring statehood, or international travel by Taiwan officials on an official basis. Beijing insists
that Taiwan is a region of China and that it has the final word on the conditions for Taiwan’s
international activity.34
Generally speaking, China’s international campaign to isolate Taiwan diplomatically has been
successful. The ROC is excluded from the most important intergovernmental organizations, has
diminished standing in some, and is subject to formal or informal approval by China before
admission to others. Even in international NGOs, the PRC has been sensitive to any indication of
an identity for Taiwan apart from China.
For the most part, Taiwan’s leaders have been able to do little to counter these efforts. Although,
as will be discussed below, the United States has weighed in on occasion, when faced with the
choice of either accepting a name change such as “Taipei, China,” “Chinese Taipei,” or “Taiwan,
China,” or remaining isolated, Taiwan has generally conceded. As the most recent effort by the Tsai
administration to attend the meetings of the International Civil Aviation Organization suggests,
the ROC’s attempts to bypass China have failed.35
In addition, China has carefully monitored the ROC’s attempts to expand its economic ties
in Asia through bilateral agreements (such as that with Singapore) or participation in regional
economic organizations. China’s efforts to restrict Taiwan’s activities will likely become more
consequential in the years ahead. Asia is in the process of creating a new economic architecture
involving free trade agreements and multinational economic organizations, and Taiwan’s
participation in these initiatives will be essential for the survival of its economy. 36
A more immediate concern has been the mainland’s use of cross-strait economic trade and
investment to create dependence on the mainland. Two-way trade across the Taiwan Strait grew
dramatically after it was sanctioned by Taipei in the late 1980s.37 When Lee Teng-hui was elected
president in 1996, trade was only $3.7 billion, but by 2014 it had increased to $130.2 billion.
Cross-strait investment showed a similar pattern of growth. Estimates are that today more than
40% of Taiwan’s exports go to the mainland, while investment in China represents more than 80%
of Taiwan’s outward investment. The mainland has been candid about the political purpose of this
economic relationship. In 1990 a Chinese leader declared that the purpose of economic exchanges
was yi shang wei zheng (exploit business to exploit politics) and yen min bi guan (utilize the public
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to urge the official).38 Beijing has clearly attempted to use favorable trade and investment policies
to attract Taiwan businesses and build goodwill on the island as part of a campaign to win the
hearts and minds of the Taiwan people.
However, evidence suggests that while some Taiwan business leaders have complained about
government restrictions, the broader public has been unimpressed by Beijing’s efforts, criticizing
the uneven distribution of the benefits of cross-strait trade as well as its impact on Taiwan’s
sovereignty. Successive ROC administrations have expressed concern over the economic costs of
the diversion of investment funds, the migration of critical technology, and the hollowing out of
industry on the island as well as over the possibility that the PRC might use economic sanctions or
create a “fifth column” of pro-mainland business people.
The response of past governments to these concerns has been to regulate the level and pace
of Taiwan’s investment and trade with the mainland. Due to evasion by the island’s industries,
this policy generally has had little impact. In her May 2016 inaugural address, President Tsai
unveiled her “go south” policy. She called for the island to “bid farewell to our past overreliance on
a single market” and look to South and Southeast Asia (including India) for new opportunities for
trade and investment. However, whether this strategy will serve the dual objectives of increasing
Taiwan’s international profile and lessening China’s potential to apply economic pressure is
unclear. This is not the first time an ROC government has tried to divert trade from the mainland.
As noted above, such an effort must cope with not only possible Chinese pressure on Taiwan’s
trading partners but also competition from other economies already established in the area.
Of course, the most serious threat to Taiwan’s autonomy is the possibility that the mainland
will use force to achieve unification. Although the PRC has declared a preference for achieving
that goal by peaceful means, the 2005 Anti-Secession Law threatens the use of force not only if
independence is declared but also if there is an “exhaustion” of “possibilities for unification.”39
Preparation for either contingency has been a driver of China’s dramatic military modernization
that has transformed the military balance in the strait. At the turn of the 21st century, most
analysts believed that Taiwan had a good chance of prevailing in a military confrontation with the
mainland.40 Today, the balance has shifted. China enjoys dominance in conventional forces as well
as in ballistic and land-attack missiles and cyberwarfare capabilities.41
This imposing array of forces performs a number of functions in the mainland’s management of
cross-strait relations. The first is deterrence—the threat of the consequences that might follow from
any actions considered unacceptable by the mainland. The second function is compellence—the
use of force or the threat of force to compel the government on Taiwan to desist from unacceptable
policies, the most serious of which would be seeking independence or possibly even prolonging the
status quo. Finally, China must consider the possibility of U.S. assistance. This is not a certainty, as
will be discussed in the next section. However, a prudent Chinese leadership must assume that U.S.
aid might be forthcoming in the event of an attack. To meet this contingency, Chinese military
planning has focused on developing anti-access/area-denial capabilities to slow the deployment of
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U.S. forces into a combat area, compelling them to operate at a distance from the region, or, failing
that, to disrupt their operations within the area.42
The growth of China’s military is a challenge for Taiwan. After establishing itself on the island,
the ROC pursued an essentially defensive policy. The call to continue the civil war and to retake
the mainland justified the establishment of KMT authoritarian rule, but the party’s strategy was
designed to protect Taiwan until preparations for a future counterattack were completed. When
Lee Teng-hui declared the civil war over in 1991, the military doctrine became “strong defensive
posture [and] effective deterrence.” A strong defense was intended to prevent the mainland from
launching an attack, and “effective deterrence” was to be achieved by the high cost of conflict.43
The defense policy developed during the Chen Shui-bian administration was the first major
reaction to the modernization of the Chinese military. Focusing on the growing number of
Chinese missiles, Chen’s administration elevated the threat from the mainland to “imminent” and
warned that it was the “gravest challenge to Taiwan’s continual survival.” In response, a doctrine
of “decisive campaign outside the territory” (attacking mainland forces before they reached the
coast) was proposed.44 Departing from Lee’s defensive policy, Chen initially called for “pre-emptive
measures to neutralize enemy military targets” if an attack seemed imminent and suggested the
necessity of “deep strikes” at military targets on the mainland.45 However, the doctrine eventually
excluded preemptive attacks, stating that “as long as the enemy does not initiate a war against us,
Taiwan will not launch the first attack.”46
Ma Ying-jeou believed that changes in the cross-strait military balance required a new response.
He and his advisers were attracted to an approach suggested by William Murray at the U.S. Naval
War College, who argued that Taiwan could no longer hope to achieve symmetry with China’s
military.47 It had to accept the role of defender. To do so, he maintained that Taiwan should adopt a
“porcupine strategy” that would allow the island to sustain an extended defense “for weeks or even
months.” This would require hardening and dispersing military installations, stockpiling defensive
weapons, and creating asymmetric capabilities. Such a defense, Murray argued, would make the
mainland think twice about attacking and, should it attack, would demonstrate to Washington the
island’s determination to resist, providing time for the United States to decide whether to come to
Taiwan’s aid.
The defense policy implemented by Ma’s administration clearly reflected the influence of
the porcupine strategy as embodied in its policy of “resolute defense, credible deterrence” (also
known as a Hard ROC strategy in English—a pun on the initials of the government in Taiwan).
This doctrine, as described in Taiwan’s Quadrennial Defense Review 2009, signifies “a rock
solid and impregnable defensive force that, by implication, could not be dislodged, shattered, or
breached by a numerically superior force during an attempt to attack or invade ROC territory.” 48
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The logic of this strategy was characterized as “resolute defense” that required a “fortified”
capacity intended to “sustain the enemy’s first strike, avert decapitation, and maneuver forces to
carry out counterattacks and sustainment.” 49
During the 2016 election, the DPP-affiliated think tank the New Frontier Foundation published
a series of defense “blue papers.” Presenting a policy of “effective deterrence and defense,” the
papers called for the addition of a fourth military service focused on cyberwarfare and “revitalizing
the domestic defense industry…[as] a core axis” of DPP defense policy.50 Tsai Ing-wen highlighted
this strong emphasis on developing an indigenous weapons manufacturing capacity during a visit
to an indigenously designed and manufactured warship early in her administration.51
Thus, rather than competing with the mainland in an arms race, Taiwan appears to be
following Murray’s proposal for developing asymmetric capabilities and a defensive posture; it
is the strategy of a weaker power.52 Moreover, Taiwan’s military procurement policy stressing
indigenous development has come to reflect the island’s orphan status. Recent trends have clearly
moved in the direction of dramatically expanding domestic research and production of military
weaponry. Not only are foreign purchases expensive and difficult to procure, but the mainland’s
vocal protests and strong retaliatory actions also have largely ended foreign sales to Taiwan and
even put pressure on the island’s only international source of arms, the United States.
In sum, China’s policy of isolating Taiwan in order to leave it little choice but to unify has
frustrated both Taiwan’s leaders and its people by undermining the international legitimacy of
the island’s post-authoritarian identity. However, despite the dominant place that the mainland
occupies in the supply chain of Taiwan’s export-oriented economy, China has not been able—or
has been unwilling—to use coercive economic measures to bring about unification. Regarding the
use of force as an alternative, although the Chinese military is clearly dominant in the strait area,
absent any action by Taiwan that crosses a red line, this option constitutes a blunt instrument that
would have unpredictable political, economic, and reputational effects for China.
Yet the most important factor in explaining the present state of mainland efforts is the role of
the United States. U.S. policy has played a dual role with respect to Taiwan’s orphan condition.
One the one hand, it has limited the impact of Chinese efforts at unification while supporting
Taiwan’s resistance. On the other hand, much to the frustration of Taiwan’s post-authoritarian
leaders, this policy has sustained the island’s orphan status and done little to advance the cause of
its integration into the international sovereign-state system.

Securing U.S. Support
As noted earlier, the United States’ position on Taiwan’s participation in international
organizations is similar to that of China: it does not support membership in those bodies for which
statehood is a requirement.53 However, beyond this, its support of Taiwan’s participation sharply
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contrasts with that of China. For example, the United States favors “meaningful participation”
(i.e., guest or observer status) in such organizations and has called on its allies to do similarly.
Still, U.S. support has been unable to offset the veto power that China exercises on both Taiwan’s
participation and the nomenclature used in identifying the island.
With respect to offsetting efforts by China to use its economic ties to promote dependence,
the role of the United States is much more important. Although its importance has diminished
in the past decade, the economic relationship with the United States is still considered by Taipei
to be an important factor not only in and of itself but also for its contribution to the elevation of
Taiwan’s global profile. Foreign trade represents more than 70% of Taiwan’s GDP. Although the
volume of trade between Taiwan and the United States has declined, Taipei sees this economic
relationship and the benefits that it brings to the island as contributing in a major way to
ameliorating Taiwan’s orphan status. Despite recent controversies over U.S. agricultural exports
to the island, the robust trade relationship, important technological exchanges, and growing
mutual direct investment with the United States are of great importance to Taiwan’s efforts to
maintain a prominent international profile.54
Still, U.S. assistance will be even more important as Taiwan looks to the future. Ma Ying-jeou
and Tsai Ing-wen consider it essential that Taiwan not be left out of the multinational trade
regimes and free trade agreements that are reshaping the topography of the Asian economy. Given
that China will likely attempt to set the conditions for Taiwan’s participation, the ROC hopes that
the United States will play the same role as it did during the World Trade Organization admission
process by supporting Taiwan and encouraging U.S. allies to do the same.
However, it is in the realm of defense that U.S. assistance is most important in offsetting China’s
pressures. Despite Ma’s statement that he did not expect U.S. soldiers to defend Taiwan, there is no
question that the island’s defense strategy relies heavily on the expectation of the United States’
support.55 As one commentator has noted, Taiwan’s present Hard ROC defense strategy is “in fact
tactical, designed to delay and raise costs only. The only real defense strategy involves the United
States. Publicly demonstrating a strong alliance for deterrence purposes, and ensuring good
communication and discussion to prepare for contingencies, is Taiwan’s best strategic posture.”56
Likewise, Kurt Campbell has argued that the security relationship is the “bedrock” of U.S.-Taiwan
relations.57 Like the economic link, it not only enhances the international standing of Taiwan
but is also an essential element in the ROC’s resistance to a coerced resolution of the cross-strait
relationship. In addition, the United States is the only foreign source for military hardware as well
as training and advice. It is also the only country in the world whose strategic posture includes the
possibility of coming to Taiwan’s aid in the event of a cross-strait conflict. The Taiwan Relations
Act has made possible a strong and wide-ranging security relationship between the United States
and Taiwan, and the most prominent aspect of this relationship is arms sales.58 During the Obama
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administration the United States has made available approximately $14 billion worth of arms for
purchase by Taiwan.
What is less noticed is the close defense cooperation that has developed. Yearly talks on military
and strategic matters (the so-called Monterey talks) have taken place between Washington and
Taipei since 1997. ROC officers attend educational institutions such as the U.S. Naval War College,
receive flight training at U.S. airbases, and have access to meetings at the Pentagon as well as
the headquarters of the Pacific Command. Officials in the Taiwan Ministry of National Defense
(including the defense minister and the chief of the general staff) and intelligence officials have
also traveled to the United States for meetings with U.S. officials and representatives of defense
industries. Likewise, since 2002, the American Institute in Taiwan has had an active duty military
officer in residence. In addition, there have been delegations of serving and retired U.S. officers
at military exercises on Taiwan, while the U.S. Defense Department has conducted numerous
assessments of various aspects of the island’s military preparedness. Many of the recent reforms
of the Taiwan military to strengthen its asymmetric warfare capability—including dispersal,
hardening of military facilities, and a reduction of the usual preference given to the army—have
reflected the United States’ influence.
Of course, as in any relationship, the goals of the partners are asymmetric. In particular, when
seen from the ROC’s perspective, leaders since Chiang Kai-shek have had to balance Taiwan’s
strategic priorities and the concerns of the United States. Ever since the 1950s the most important
of those concerns has been entrapment in a cross-strait conflict due to Taiwan’s behavior. The
island’s leaders have been consistently cautioned that they cannot rely on U.S. aid in a conflict
that they provoke. Taiwan’s leaders today are thus aware that they must formulate an approach to
China within the context of a U.S. cross-strait policy that Richard Bush has referred to as “dual
deterrence.” This policy combines threats regarding the consequences of certain actions with
assurances of support for each side’s position should it abstain from provoking the other side.
Thus, Taiwan is assured that the United States will support it if it refrains from threatening the
status quo in the area, while China is assured that the United States will not support Taiwan’s
independence if the mainland similarly refrains. “In effect,” Bush argues, “Washington’s message
to both Beijing and Taipei is that it will defend Taipei under some circumstances and not others.” 59
This posture reflects the underlying principle of U.S. policy toward cross-strait relations: to
follow a careful course between damaging relations with China and seeming to abandon Taiwan.
As the conclusion will argue, when Taiwan’s leaders do not respect this principle, relations with
the United States have suffered.

Conclusion
Maintenance of the status quo is not the objective of Taiwan’s post-authoritarian elite. The
international tremors from the United States’ recognition of China undermined the ROC’s Cold
War identity, even as it contributed to the creation of a new domestic identity. While this new
identity has been strengthened during the last three decades, achieving international standing has
eluded Taiwan’s post-authoritarian leaders due to the very same Sino-U.S. relationship that earlier
undermined the island’s international standing based on the Cold War.
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Since democratization, Taiwan’s leaders have taken different approaches to redress this
condition. Chen Shui-bian and Lee Teng-hui sought to internationalize the island’s domestic
identity without due consideration to the impact that their efforts were having on Sino-U.S.
relations. The result was a deterioration of the relationship with Washington. Their experiences
clearly influenced the attitude of Ma Ying-jeou, who pledged not to be a “troublemaker” or spring
“surprises.” With the encouragement of both China and the United States, he sought to initiate
a process of reconciliation that would build some form of peaceful coexistence across the strait.
However, concerns at home regarding the impact of his policies on Taiwan’s sovereignty, as well
as the mainland’s impatience with the slow progress in moving beyond economic issues, limited
Ma’s efforts. Having been politically damaged in 2012 by U.S. suspicions, Tsai Ing-wen conducted
her campaign and began her presidency by practicing transparency in her relationship with the
United States. However, cross-strait relations have stalled as the mainland demands recognition
of “one China” as a condition for the resumption of talks—a concession that would contradict the
prevailing Taiwan-centric identity on the island.
It is possible to imagine numerous scenarios in which one of the actors involved makes a
concession or decides to break the current deadlocked status quo. Specifically, there is always the
danger that a politician in Taiwan may again make moves toward independence or that a Chinese
leader will lose patience with the prevailing status quo. However, both sides are aware of the costs
of such actions (including, of course, involvement by the United States). For the near future, it
would thus seem that Taiwan’s orphan status is unlikely to change. Its leaders will continue to
adopt a strategy of provoking neither the United States nor China, even while they resist mainland
pressures and look to Washington to support their efforts to at least maintain that status.
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